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1. Leading effect is a characteristic property of inclusive 
pr~duction of charmed hadrons1,2/. If one conside~s the reaction 
a + b -. h + ••• , it is the charmed hadron h carrying the largest 
portion of the momentum tlL:::r O(~that is regarded as a leader. Tne 
differential momentum spectrum dN'/dXF usually panamenrLsed in the 

, Jt 2. 
form (f- XF) at large Xp =;lS /11 is "hard" f<>r leading hadrons 
CO<1t~3) and "soft" :f.or non-leading ones cn~5) • 

The quark-parton approach interprets the leading particle 
effect i~ the following way: the valence quark 9v of an incident 
hadron undergoes recombination with the C-quark, a charmed meson h 
being the resulte Owing to the large momentum of the valence quark 

Xv the meaon h turns to be a leader, its momentum is large 
x,,=Xv+Xc. > Xy • The eame is true for baryons. Thus the charmed 
hadrons h wi th valence qua nks 'Iv of the incident hadroiJ. are regarded 
as leaders2/. 

Erom this point of view D-Cdc) - and DOCUC) - ~esons must be 
leaders, i.e. have a large momentum C say, XF~0.5). in the reaction 
']t:l:dü)+p~D+X. However, analysis of Ref. 2/ which contains results 

of investigation of the process e'J'Lp ~mc a t rs = 26 GeV shows' 
that only D-Cdé) mesons are fast. In fact,' alI neutral and half of 
char ged D-mesons are produced in decay of D*'-mesons which were not 
found at XF~ 0.52/. Consequently, DO-mesons were not found at ~3
0·5 as well. That is why aLl, detected mesons with X ~ 0.5 can only

F
be D--mesons. 

The data on aaymmet.r í.caL yields of prompt muons C.f4-~+~ 2) in 
~-Fe-interactions3/are a less explicit indication of leading 

character of D--mesons. 

It is highly improbable that the significant difference in 
. 1 - ° )(y~e ds of D and D mesons at F"?- 0.5 can be explained by 

allegedly different distribut.ion of d and ti - valence quanks in 
the ~--meson. It is quite likely that the role of the charmed quark 
in the leading effect mechanism is underestimated. 

Let us assume that hadrons only consist of valence quanks , In 
this case DOCüc~-mesons can by no means appear as a results of the 
reaction ~-Cdü)+pCuUd)-+D+X since there is no C-quark. On the 
other hand, the C-quark neêde for D-Cdê)-meson is produced as a 
result of annihilation ü..1t u.P ~ CC

li 1/ • 
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We note in advance that a more ade~uate approach retains, the 
indicated difference in production of D- and DO -mesons (existence 
of the valence component ü.~ L.(..." CC) which fully describes the 

experimental situation. 

2. We make quantitative estimations in the quark-quark 
reco~bination mode14 ,5/ . lit is easy to represent dynamics of the 
process ;1t-p..-+ DX in a graphã c ·way (Fig.1). 

elnb ) 
Fig.1·XF>O 

Production of D-(Do)-mesons through 
quark-quark recombination in 
'JC-~-collisions• 

The invariant differential cross section for the process 
~p ~ DX in the centre-of-mass system at the energy rs and Xf ::> O is 
written down in the form4 , 5/ : 

2	 ~ ~ 
-Jt ««	 _ -1+ t: ~ X Xldx1dXe I Xc X1 () ?
 

- e JR(A-/, c, 'J X .
Xdxdp;	 1 X/i. d X1dX;;d!'i} 
( 1) 

- oHere x= XF, x1 ' Xc are the Feynman variables of D (D )-meson, d(u)
-	 1f'- 2/. E ~ 2./.and C(C)-quark; X = 7{5 .1> ~ Xc = /1.5" Ec· 

* The recombination function R(x/~ X<:~x)"- eJllfJfxc-xJ)/~-~-95·,6/ 
provides a probability of producing a n-(Do)-meson (with the momentum 
X) by means of a d(ü)-~uark (~) and a C(C)-quark (Xc). 

The probability of existence of d(ü) and C(C)-quarks is 
determined by the differential cross section (see Fig.1): 

1(- I	 7T P ~I 
XC x., a(J' - jL I ~;f _, ~ , ):1- r. .) X~ dóXf 'dK.dh'2...- ~dX,e~_ d(il)ll~.1Xl;l :-(~/d d 2

, e r r t=f,!}- c ~ 'Ir (2) 

x!dIJ 
Here dK dfI is the quarrtum-echromodynamí.c cnosis section for the c 
aubprocess ii -+ CC, where i(i)=q,g(q,g)7/. Single-particle proton 
distribution functions (DF) are taken from Ref.S/. The analytical, form 
of "two-particle pion DF .fvi(t'".,.JÇ,,) ia given in the statistical parton 

2 

mode1 4 ,9/ . Free parameters of these DF are fixed by comparision with 
the data2/ . 

The differential momentum spectrum is calculated by the 
formula 2

c1q-- _) dfiI li- drJ ( (3) 
dX - x-lf- L X cJx"f~J . 

It follows from relation (2) that difference in production of D- and 
DO-mesons on valence d(ü)-quarks mainly lies in contributions of DF: 

~- ~Vt~~~. 
c=9,'1 

For a DO~eson we have 

, j"'- ..1 P lT( -L'P -'- PJ (4)
LtZJo= c/yv'JsfJvs 3 v v+6JS/. 

For a D--meson »: l> P r p 
(5)2:2)- = ./v':/:+;f.,s (3fv-f 6 ;1;) +2,/w ·.:Iv 

-2: +2.1."""'-,-P

'.J) o J ri/ 'cT1/ * 

Here the index V corresponds to the valence q4ark and S to the see 
quark. The total spectrum of D- and DO-mesons, according to (4) and 
(5), can be p~t down in the form 

de)/.,..,- 0\ 2. «o:/])01 dC5( r\	 (6)cixl.J/+bj= dxl~J+dX ~* 

Fig.2 compares the (solid) curve calculated by formula (6) 

Fig.2. 
~ Momentum spectrum of D-mesons in 

:)t-p ~ DX at fS - 26 GeV. Data are i 
taken from Ref. 2/. The dashed line 

is the contribution of the valence 
componente Points are the contribu
tion of	 DO-mesons. The solid line 
is the total spectrum calculated by 0.,. , , I I , , , I I 

O	 o.formula	 (6). x.~ 
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with the experimental· data on D-meson production in ~-p-collisions 

at fS' =26 Gev. The dashed Lí.ne is the contribution of tif(V) ; the 

do.tted line is for jf(lf)' . 
It is evidently due to the valence component c1~(~ that 

the spectrum differs from zero at ~~ 0.5. As it makes no contribution 
to the spectrum of DO~esons (see formula (4)), absence of neutral 

o at large ~ D -mesons . dge 
One can JU 

dUferent Jí., 
yields at 

R(xFJ
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gets natural explanation in the approach4 ,5/ . 
about quantitative proportion of DO and n ~ by Figo3 wbich shows the ratio:o )

cI<r/7I:I"'" ]) X. 
(7)dI( ( _ ,\ 

ciO- /7i:f -> J) X-" 
cJX ( . 

Fig.3 . 
DO-to-D- yield ratio for <Jt;-p-col
lisions a t {S '" 26 GeV. 
The curve is calculated by 
formulae (3)-(5). 
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Thus, presence of a valence quark from the initial pion 
(so-called leading quark state) in the charmed meson is a necessary 
but insufficient condition for the meson to be a leader. 

Actually, those D-mesons are leaders whose light quarks are 
valence quarks of the pion and charmed quarks are produced in annibi
lation of valence quarks and carry a large momentum Xc. 

So it is quite natural that the search for charm in K+p
coll'isions at IXv/~o.5 was unsuccessful lO/• .AS it is, charmed 
quarka cannot be produced on the valence component in reactions 
K+(ãu)+p~ D+X and K++n --. D+X. Consequently, there are no fast c

quarks, and the Ds-meson yield ia suppressed at large XF. Therefore 
K-(sü)-mesons are more preferable for searching for charm: their (I
valence u-quarks may produce fast C(Õ)-quarks in annihilation with 
valence nucleo~ u.quaxks. 

1:,
It is easy to point out leading mesons in a developed approach '!' 

and construct relations like (7) for reactions similar to 'li"P~ DX. 
Thus we have for ~ ~ 0.5 (denominators show the leadíng mesons j e 

cr(7iJt --+:D+X) õ(Jtp-+])Ox) C7(fn-7])x)
 
(f (:li-h ~ 1)Dx) '= (í(7i;"-+ ])+x) =rr(7Dt -+ '/)0x) = R(KF);
 

(J'(KP,....jjoXL = (/(Kj;~.1l'x) =R(X .
rr(kf~])sX) ()(KJ""':J/tX) F)~ 
ff'(.?fp~1>X) = rr(;n-I1-J>ZJX) = 2 R (x) .
 

fT(;;r+p-+2>0x). (f(JlI1~J:>-x) F. J
 

(((;Ti;;~:])~ = (}(.7Z'-fjt -7YX) = 2R(X.-'.'

(f(z-~~ 2)0,0 (7 (Ji+-J1 ~ :z;t-x)· FJ-J
 

d"(,e" -+ Jiox) = (J'(,e Jz: ~ 1i"X) = 2 RJx )
 
rr(e»~ 1>;X) (T (K+;:;-~ 2>1x) F ,
 

CONCLUSION 

Inclusive momentum spectra of charmed mesons produced in 
"JLP-collisions at fS1:= 26 GeV are calculated in the quark-quark 

recombination modelo 
It ia shown that only D--mesons must be leaders in the reac

tion "Jlp----+D,X. This completely agrees with the experimental data2 ,3/ o 
Relations between cross sections are formulated ~d composi

tion of leading charmed mesons is shown for processes :n::-p~ DX: 
~n~DX; K+p~DX, etc. atvs ~ 26 GeV. ' 

The analysis has shown that ~ving a valence quark of the 
initial pion is not enough for the charmed meson to be a leader. 

It ia stated that only those D-mesons are leaders in reactions 
like 'Ji"p --. DX whose light quarks are val.ence quanks of pions, and 

charmed quarks are produced in annihilation of valence quarks and 
carry a large momentum. If annihilation of valence quarks is impossible 
there must be no distinct leading effect. 

The author ia gratetul to S.A.Bunyatov, P.S.laaev and
 
O.M.Kuznetsov far their interest to the work.
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Ha ocaoae Mo.nenH KBapK-KBapKOBOH pexosrõaaarraa nOKa3aHO, 
qTO B peáKUHRX T1ma rr-p .... DX JIH.nHpyeT (r.e. YHOCHT 60JIbllIYIO norno 
HMnYJIbca) TOÍIbKO TaKOH D-Me30H, JIerKHH KBapK 'KOTop,oro ecrs na
JIeHTHblH KBapK nHOHa, a OqaPOBaHHbW KBapK poncnea rryrest aHHHI'H
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The Fast Charmed Quark and Leading D-:.Mesons 
in rr-p·Collisions 

It is shown on the basis of the quark-quark recombination model 
that only the D-meson, whose light quark is the pion valence quark and . 
whose charmed quark is produced in annihilation of valence quarks and 
has a large momentum, is a leading meson in reactions like rr-p .... DX. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problema, JINR. 
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